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Abstract: This paper discusses the issues regarding an abnormal V-shaped error confronting 
algebraic-based deconvolution process. Deconvolution was applied to an analysis of the effects of 
the Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) and Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF) on the overall SRAM 
margin variations. This paper proposes a technique to suppress the problematic phenomena in the 
algebraic-based RDF/RTN deconvolution process. The proposed technique can reduce its relative 
errors by 1010 to 1016 fold, which is a sufficient reduction for avoiding the abnormal ringing errors 
in the RTN deconvolution process. The proposed algebraic-based analyses allowed the following: 
(1) detection of the truncating point of the TD-MV distributions by the screening test, and (2) 
predicting the MV-shift-amount by the assisted circuit schemes needed to avoid the out of specs 
after shipment.     
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1. Introduction 

The guard band (GB) design for static random access 
memory (SRAM) is expected to become a critical 
challenge once the increased time-dependent (TD) margin 
variations (MV)-caused failures are no longer ignored and 
cannot be prevented using the ordinary Gaussian-based 
convolution analyses [1, 2].   

This is because (1) TD-MV (i.e. unknown MV after 
being shipped to the market) will become much larger than 
the non-TD-MV (i.e. given MV based on the measurements 
in advance), resulting in the TD-MV dominating over the 
overall MV. This leads to a rapid increase in pressure to 
determine the unknown factors by solving the inverse 
problem, even though SRAM designers are unfamiliar 
with such a methodology, and (2) the tail distribution of 
the convolution results of the TD-MV and non-TD-MV no 
longer shows Gaussian behavior but more complex 

mixtures of Gamma distributions [3-7], as shown in Figs. 
1(a) and (b).   

Traditional SRAM statistical analyses including its 
convolution integral have no choice but to rely on the 
simple Gaussian model. Its parameters are extracted in 
advance using the measured data. On the other hand, if the 
non-Gaussian unknown factors no longer account for just a 
fraction but a large percentage of the overall MV(shown in 
Fig. 1(b)), the non-Gaussian inverse problem needs to be 
solved based on the pre-defined hypothesis of the unknown 
factors or final target specifications, as shown in Figs. 1(c) 
and (d).   

To clarify the challenges behind the proposed ideas in 
this paper, the concepts of what will be crucial in the 
coming process generations are shown in this section. 

First of all, the relationship between the threshold 
voltage (Vth) and random dopant fluctuation (RDF) and 
the random telegraph noise (RTN) needs to be examined. 
References [4-6] reported that the distributions for the Vth 
variation (σVth) due to the RDF and the RTN, i.e. 
σVth_RDF and σVth_RTN, obeyed the Gaussian and the 
Gamma distributions, respectively.    

Preliminary results of this paper were presented at the ITC-CSCC 2013. 
This present paper is an improved version which has been extended to 
include a modified algorithm and comprehensive simulation results. This 
research was supported by MEXT/JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number of 
23560424 and grant from Information Sceience Laboratory of Fukuoka 
Institute of Technology. 

“RTN distribution” and “RDF distribution”, which are 
used in this paper, represent the Vth distributions with 
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σVth_RTN, respectively.  
Therefore, the Vth random variation (σVth) 

considering both the RDF and RTN effects can be obtained 
from the convolution of σVth_RDF (f(x)) with σVth_RTN 
(g(x)). As a result, the distribution of the entire σVth (h(x)) 
can be expressed as  

 
 h(x) = f(x)⊗g(x)                    (1)  

 
In Fig. 2, the probability of the density function (pdf) 

of f(x) and g(x) for σVth_RDF and σVth_RTN were 
assumed to obey the Gaussian and Gamma distributions 
that are given by the NORMSDIST(x) and 
GAMMA.DIST(x, σ, β) in the Microsoft Excel function, 
where σ and β are the shape and inverse scale parameters, 
respectively. 

 “x” is used as a title for the x-axis in Fig. 1, and 
represents the scale of the distributions of the random 
variation, such as σVth_RDF and σVth_RTN. The x-axis 
was normalized to address the different Gaussian 
distributions for σVth_RDF and the Gamma distributions 
for σVth_RTN in the same figure. 

The “z-score” can be used to normalize the x-axis only 
for a Gaussian distribution, which is expressed as (1) 

 z = (x - μ)/σ           (2) 
 

where μ and σ are the parameters for the mean and 
standard deviation, respectively. 

On the other hand, the “z-score” cannot be used for the 
Gamma distribution. Therefore, “x (raw score)” was used 
as a title for the x-axis for both σVth_RDF and σVth_RTN.   

The relationship between the σVth and MV, such as 
random variations of the static noise margin (σSNM) or 
VDD,min (σVDD,min) caused by σVth, were assumed for 
simplicity [8] in this paper as follows. 

 
 σSNM(x) = k1×σVth(x)             (3) 
 σVDD,min (x) = k2×σVth(x)            (4) 
 SNM(x) = SNM_mean + σSNM(x)         (5) 

VDD,min (x) = VDD,min _mean +  σVDD,min (x)    (6) 
  

where k1 and k2 represent a linear correlation coefficient 
[8]. SNM_mean and VDD,min _mean are the values of SNM 
and VDD,min excluding the σVth effects on the MV. 

In this paper, SNM_mean and VDD,min_mean were 
assumed to be 0 so only the σVth effects on the MV are 
discussed, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2(a) shows the concept for the required 
convolution methods to extrapolate the entire MV 
distribution based on the given data of the RDF and the 
RTN. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Convolution of RDF with RTN (a) traditional and
(b) new relationship between RDF, RTN. Extraction of 
(c) RTN and (d) RDF from the overall MV with (c) RDF
and (d) RTN based on the deconvolution.  

Fig. 2(b) recounts the following scenarios: the target 
specs were predefined in advance. The RTN distribution 
was also predefined or given. Therefore, the required 
truncating point (TP), corresponding to a certain minimum 
operating voltage (VDD,min), which is used for the screening 
test VDD, can be determined The TP should be decided 
based on the RDF distributions to avoid any out of specs 
after the shipment. 

Fig. 2(c) assumes the different scenarios: both of the 
target specs and the RTN distribution are predefined or 
given. Therefore, how much the overall MV can be shifted 
using the MV assisted circuit schemes (ASSTS) can be 
determined [8, 9].This can be used to set the target of the 
SRAM circuit designers. 

Fig. 2(d) shows another scenario. The target specs and 
the truncated RDF distribution are predefined or given. 
Therefore, the device target for the reduced level of the 
RTN amplitude can be specified. This can be used to set 
the target of process device engineers.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses the issues on the deconvolution and its 
solution. Section 3 examines the deconvolution error 
comparisons. The extraction results of the truncating point 
are discussed in section 4 followed by the conclusion in 
section 5. 

2. Convolution/Deconvolution of RTN and 
RDF 

The increasing paces of the σVth amplitude are 
differently dependent on the MOSFET size scaling 
parameter like the expressions in (7) and (8) below. 
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Fig. 2. Comparisons of the convolution and deconvolution (a) convolution of the given data of RDF and RTN, (b)-(d) 
examples of deconvolution (inverse problem) required to detect the unknown factors based on the pre-defined 
target specifications: (b) detecting TP, (c) required assisting amount, (d) noise level needed to keep the MV tail 
within the target spec. 

 ΔV th  (R D F)  A V t (R D F) LW∝  (7) 
 ΔVth (RTN)  AVt (RTN) LW∝  (8) 

 
where AVt is the Pelgrom coefficient and the LW are the 
MOSFET channel length and width [3, 4], respectively. 
ΔVth is equivalent to 1.414×σVth. 

Assuming that LW is scaled down to a half size (0.5x) 
for every process generation, the σVth increasing paces of 
the RTN becomes 1.4x faster than that of the RDF. In 
addition, because the advanced CMOS device tends to 
change to much less-dopant body devices, such as FinFET, 
ultra-thin body SOI and nanowire FET, the RDF 
increasing the speed can be reduced, resulting in an 
increasing pace [3, 4].  

As a result, the amplitude for the RTN (g(x)) will at 
some time exceed the amplitude for the RDF (f(x)). 
According to [3, 4], it might occur around the 15nm scaled 
CMOS era, which is expected in the near future. A change 
in the relationship between g(x) and f(x) can be observed 
when comparing the relationship in Fig. 1(a) with that in 
Fig. 1(b). 

To make the proposed methods easier to use at the 
factory field site, the algebraic analysis-based algorithm 
was used for convolution and deconvolution. Microsoft 

Excel tool can be used because the algebraic analysis-
based algorithm can be calculated without needing to solve 
the optimization problem.   

The authors proposed another algorithm based on non-
constrained optimization problem for deconvolution [10]. 
On the other hand, this algorithm [10] unfortunately needs 
to stop the algebraic analysis-based calculation. As a result, 
the Microsoft Excel tool cannot be used for this algorithm 
[10]. Therefore, this algorithm will not be discussed 
further and this paper will focus on the algebraic analysis-
based algorithm. 

Table 1 lists the expressions used for these calculations. 
The distributions were divided x-directly into the 
segmentation (# of segmentation is n). The RDF, RTN, 
and the convolution results are referred to as f, g, and h 
(h=f ⊗g), respectively.     

2.1 Convolution Computing  
Table 1(a) presents the convolution given by the 

equation. Because the convolution of f and g can be 
considered as the forward problem, if the mathematical 
equation and the parameters at the segmentation of f1-fn 
and g1-gn, are given, the observation of h1-hn can be 
calculated easily. This operation plays the role of low-pass 
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Table 1. Comparisons of the conventional and
proposed convolution/deconvolution. 

g1

g2
g3

gn

<= h1/f1

<= (h2 -f2*g1)/f1

<= (h3 -f2*g2-f3*g1)/f1

<= (hn -f2*gn-1-f3*gn-2 -f4*gn-3 -fn*g1)/f1

h1

hn

<= f1*g1
h2 <= f1*g2+f2*g1
h3 <= f1*g3+f2*g2+f3*g1

<= f1*gn+f2*gn-1+f3*gn-2 +f4*gn-3 +fn*g1

(a) Convolution h= f g

(b) De-convolution g= h f-1

 

Fig. 3. Abnormal phenomenon of V-shaped folding and 
ringing when using the conventional deconvolution 
algorithm. The difference between (a) and (b) is just the 
x-phase shift of f. filtering, resulting in h=f⊗g being a smoothed curve. 

2.2. Issues facing deconvolution 
operations  

The deconvolution can be calculated based on the 
equation in Table 1(b). If the observation of h1-hn and the 
parameter of f1-fn at the segmentation are given with the 
mathematical equation, the unknown parameter of g1-gn 
can be calculated easily under the limited conditions.  

On the other hand, because the deconvolution needs to 
be considered as an inverse problem, the invert operation, 
i.e., high-pass filtering, needs to be performed, as shown in 
Table 1(b). This causes the issues facing the inverse 
operations: (1) division by zero and Gibbs phenomenon, 
resulting in a ringing curve. As shown in Fig. 3, the 
deconvolution of the RTN causes abnormal folding and 
ringing, resulting in significant deviation of the RTN 
distribution from the expected curve. This stems from the 
required invert operation, i.e. high-pass filtering to 
perform the deconvolution. The point of V where the error 
exceeds a certain level is quite sensitive to the relationship 
of the gradients among f, g and h, as can be seen when 
comparing those of Figs. 3(a) and (b).   

 
 

2.3 Proposed technique for abnormal 
error avoidance  

To address this issue, an attempt was made to add some 
offsets, w0*g(x), to the given object, h, to relax its curve 
slopes as much as possible, resulting in a smaller 
intersection angle, θ, between the deconvolution object, g, 
and the other given object, h, for the invert operation, as 
shown in Table 1(c) and Fig. 4. The offset is actually 
increased step by step to shift the point V where the V-
shaped error begins to occur, as shown in Fig. 3. By 
shifting the points, the extrapolation length (j-k) required 
to assume a certain value for calculating the offset(x) can 
be shortened, as shown in Fig. 5. Because the value of the 
extrapolation (j-k) segment is much smaller than that for 
the given object, h, in that region, it seldom affects the 
deconvolution errors as a side-effect. As shown in Fig. 6, 
the complex multiple folding RTN curves (O-P-Q-R-S) 
also can be deconvoluted well. This was hidden initially 
(Fig. 6(a)) but was finally extracted perfectly (Fig. 6(c)) in 
a step-by-step manner. As the offset was increased, the 
hidden RTN tails were unveiled gradually.  

(c) Proposed De-convolution g= (h+g w0) (f+w0)
g1

g2
g3

<= (he1)/(f1+w0)
<= (he2 -f2*g1) /(f1+w0)
<= (he3 -f2*g2-f3*g1) /(f1+w0)

, he1<= (h1

, he2<= (h2

, he3<= (h3

, hen<= (hn

-1

+w0 ge1)
+w0 ge2)

+w0 ge3)

+w0 gen)

gn <= (hen -f2*gn-1-f3*gn-2 -f4*gn-3 -fn*g1) /(f1+w0)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the g(x)=h(x)⊗-1f(x) operations (a)
Conventional, (b) Proposed V-shaped error
suppression technique: Offset(x)=w0⊗g(x) is added to
h(x). Owing to the offset(x), the intersection angle θ of
h(x) and g(x) or f(x) and g(x) becomes small, resulting
in a much smaller error. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Effects of w0 on the deconvolution behavior (a)
original deconvolution of g(x) without w0=0, (b) with 
offset w0=0.01, (c) with offset w0=0.1. V-shaped error
can be avoided with the offset w0=0.01. 

 

Fig. 6. Deconvolution of the complex gamma mixtures 
RTN distribution g(x) with multiple folding points (O-P-
Q-R-S) (a) original deconvolution, (b) with the offset 
w0=0.01, (c) with offset w1=0.1. V-shaped error can be 
avoided with offset w1=0.01. 

3. Discussions on the Error of the 
Convolution/Deconvolution Results 

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 
methodologies, the RTN distribution dependencies were 
verified. The two types of the RTN distribution 
dependencies in terms of 1) the RTN length and 2) the 
RTN folding points are discussed. Fig. 7 shows the RTN 
length, i.e. slope dependencies. To normalize the ratio of 
the variation amplitude (ΔX) for the RDF and RTN, the 
ΔX for the RDF distribution was kept constant. This was 
assumed based on references [5, 6]. Fig. 8 shows the 
folding point dependencies. The RTN distributions have 
several convex and concave folding points (O-P-Q-R-S) 
due to the variable atomistic variation factors, as shown in 
Figs. 8(a)-(c). Each slope (O-P, P-Q, Q-R, R-S) is 
represented by the shape parameter (β) of the Gamma 
distribution. In addition, to clarify the RDF-truncating 
effect on the convolution results, the tails of the RDF (f) is 
truncated at the X=5. This truncating point (TP) has an 
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Fig. 8. Relationships between the slope of RTN(g) and 
the convolution(h=f⊗g), (a)-(c): different slope 
mixtures. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Relationships between the slope of RTN(g) and
the convolution(h=f⊗g), (a)-(c) different tail length. 

 

impact on the critical VDD,min and the chip yield for the 
screening test before being released to the market. The 
interesting zone for the fail-bit counts predictions (FBCP) 
is around the probability density function (pdf) of 10-12. 

This is because the pdf of 10-12 corresponds to the case 
of a 99.9% chip yield of a 1Gbit-chip.  

3.1 Convolution Results 
As shown the Figs. 7 and 8, the convolution itself can 

be performed successfully based on the equations in Table 
1(a) even if the shape of the curves is a complex mixtures 
of the different sloped Gamma distributions. These results 
clearly show that the tails of the distributions of the 
convolution results (h=f⊗g) are no longer traditionally 
Gaussian but are strongly affected by the complex Gamma 
mixture tails (O-P-Q-R-S) of the RTN (g). 

3.2 New Deconvolution Results 
Figs. 9 and 10 show the deconvolution results for the 

RTN(g) and RDF(f), respectively. The error of the 
deconvolution is defined as the relative error of the 
extrapolated value at each point, i.e., |gi-gdeconv|/gi, and |fi-
fdeconv|/fi for the RTN and the RDF, respectively. g is the 
golden value for the comparison used when solving the 
forward problem of h=g⊗f. gdeconv is solved by the inverse 
problem (deconvolution of given h and f). As shown in Fig. 
9, the relative errors of the RTN deconvolution for (a), (b), 
and (c) were suppressed to a small enough value of < 10-6, 
10-8 and 10-8, respectively. The errors of the RDF 
deconvolution for (a),(b), and (c) in Fig. 10 were also 

suppressed to <10-8. The truncating point of the RDF 
(disconnected point, i.e., jump to zero) was also well 
extrapolated using the proposed deconvolution algorithm 
while circumventing the ringing caused by the high-pass 
filtering. 

To determine the effects on the V-shaped error 
avoidance capability, two types of the RTN distributions 
(shown in Figs. 5 and 6) were targeted as the 
deconvolution objects. The proposed technique can reduce 
the deconvolution error by 1010 and 1016 fold in the tail 
region, respectively, which are good enough to avoid 
abnormal V-shaped errors.  

Figs. 11 and 12 summarize the relationships between 
the offset coefficient, w0, and the reduced relative errors of 
the deconvolution RTN. 

Fig. 11 shows the offset effects on error suppression. 
The errors can be reduced by 107x, 1010x, and 1013x with 
the addition of the offset, w0=0.01, 0.1 and 1.0, 
respectively.   

The RTN g(x) used in Fig. 11 is the same as that shown 
in Fig. 5. Therefore, adding an offset can help alleviate the 
very serious algebraic deconvolution problem. 

Fig. 12 shows the offset effects on the error 
suppression for the case of a different RTN g(x) shown in 
Fig. 6. The error was reduced by 107x, 1012x, and 1016x by 
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Fig. 10. Tracing of the deconvolution fdeconv=h⊗-1g
compared to the original RDF(f). Relative error=|f-
fdeconv|/f. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Offset effects on error suppression. Offsets of 
0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 can reduce the errors by 107x, 1010x 
and 1013x, respectively. The RTN g(x) assumed in this 
analyses is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 9. Tracing of the deconvolution gdeconv=h⊗-1f 
comparing with the original RTN(g). Relative error=|g-
gdeconv|/g. 

 

adding the offset of the w0=0.01, 0.1, and 1.0, respectively.  

4. Detecting the Truncated Point 

As explained in Fig. 2(b), detection of the truncated 
point (TP) is one of the key applications of the proposed 
methodology. To show the application results, Figs. 13 and 
14 present the four types of slope(β) of the RTN(g) 
impacts on the convolution results (f⊗g). The slope of the 
convolution tails (f⊗g) was strongly affected by the slope 
of the RTN(g) when the slope of the g was steeper than 
RDF(f), as shown in Figs. 13(a) and (b). In contrast, if the 
slope of g is shallower (i.e., longer) than that of f, it has 
much less impact on the convolution results, (f⊗g), as 
shown in Figs. 14(a) and (b). 
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Fig. 14 shows the RTN-slope (β) dependencies of the 
shift amount (ΔX) of the convolution results (f⊗g). The 
shift (ΔX) of the tails of the whole MV (f⊗g) will become 
harder as the RTN-slope becomes shallower, i.e. larger β. 
This suggests that the ordinary truncating ways by the 

screening test cannot work well any more for avoiding the 
out of specs after the shipment once the tail length of the 
RTN(g) becomes longer than that of the RDF(f). This is 
because the operation of the convolution (f⊗g) works well 
as low-pass filtering. 

Fig. 12. Offset effects on the error suppression. Offsets
of 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 can reduce the errors by 107x, 1012x 
and 1016x, respectively. The RTN g(x) assumed in this
analysis is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 13. RDF-truncating point dependencies of the
convolution results (f⊗g). (a) and (b) are for short tail
RTNs, whose tail length is smaller than that for RDF. 

 

 

Fig. 14. RDF-truncating point dependencies of the 
convolution results (f⊗g). (a) and (b) are for long tail 
RTNs whose tail length is longer than that of RDF. 

 

5. Summary and Discussions 

This paper discussed how convolution/deconvolution 
analyses can be used for overall SRAM margin variations, 
while addressing the issues on an abnormal V-shaped error 
confronting the algebraic based deconvolution process.  

The abnormal error-avoidance technique allows stable 
deconvolution operation for obtaining (1) the unknown 
RTN, and (2) the truncating points of RDF.  

The proposed methodologies can be used to solve the 
SRAM forward/inverse problems and can work well back-
and–forth, while suppressing the errors within the orders 
of 10-10 to 10-16 between the objective function (whole 
MV) and the given parameters (either of RTN and RDF). 
The required truncating point to avoid the out of specs can 
be detected by solving the inverse problems between the 
target MV-specs and given RTN distributions. 

In contrast, this study highlighted the ordinary MV 
truncating by a screening test to avoid the out of specs, 
which cannot work well when the RTN amplitude exceeds 
a certain level.   
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